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Handbook Of Anti Money Laundering
Butterworths Financial Services Law Handbook is published annually and brings
together in a single volume the primary, secondary and European legislation which
forms the regulatory framework for the financial services industry. All of the relevant
statutory instruments made under FSMA 2000 are set out as amended in Sections A
and B of Part III. The last edition saw the inclusion of a new Appendix listing every UK
statutory instrument made under FSMA 2000 with a brief summary of its effect. Other
relevant secondary legislation is also included covering areas such as the Proceeds of
Crime Act 2002 and anti-money laundering regulations. Part IV (European material) has
been greatly expanded in the last two editions. To complete this comprehensive work,
lists or tables of all amending enactments are included at the beginning of each Act,
statutory instrument and European Directive and Regulation. 2007 is an important year
in the field of financial services.
The Palgrave Handbook of Criminal and Terrorism Financing Law focuses on how
criminal and terrorist assets pose significant and unrelenting threats to the integrity,
security, and stability of contemporary societies. In response to the funds generated by
or for organised crime and transnational terrorism, strategies have been elaborated at
national, regional, and international levels for laws, organisations and procedures, and
economic systems. Reflecting on these strands, this handbook brings together leading
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experts from different jurisdictions across Europe, America, Asia, and Africa and from
different disciplines, including law, criminology, political science, international studies,
and business. The authors examine the institutional and legal responses, set within the
context of both policy and practice, with a view to critiquing these actions on the
grounds of effective delivery and compliance with legality and rights. In addition, the
book draws upon the experiences of the many senior practitioners and policy-makers
who participated in the research project which was funded by a major Arts and
Humanities Research Council grant. This comprehensive collection is a must-read for
academics and practitioners alike with an interest in money laundering, terrorism
financing, security, and international relations.
Effectively implement comprehensive anti-money laundering regulations Handbook of
Anti-Money Laundering details the most up-to-date regulations and provides practical
guidance toward implementation. While most books focus on the regulations
themselves, this useful guide goes further by explaining their meaning to bank
operations, and how the rules apply to real-life scenarios. The international perspective
provides a broader understanding of the anti-money laundering controls that are in
place worldwide, with certain country-specific details discussed in-depth. Coverage
includes the Wolfsberg Principles, Financial Action Task Force guidance, the U.S.
Patriot Act, and the latest from both the EU and Bank for International Settlements. The
IMF estimates that two to five per cent of the global GDP – $590 billion to $1.5 trillion –
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is laundered every year. Globally, banks and other financial institutions have been
required to put in place specific arrangements to prevent and detect money laundering
and the criminal activity that underlies it. This book provides the latest regulations and
guidance toward application. Understand what money laundering regulations mean in
practice Reference international and country-specific rules and regulations Get up to
speed on the most current regulations and practices Implement the most effective antimoney laundering measures In response to the increased monitoring and regulation,
money launderers have become more sophisticated at disguising the source of their
funds. Financial institutions' employees must be ever more aware of what they're
facing, and how to deal with it, making actionable guidance a critical companion to any
regulatory information. For financial institutions seeking more thorough understanding
and practical advice, the Handbook of Anti-Money Laundering is a comprehensive
guide.
It is 1824, and trust in the virtual money of the day - new paper financial instruments - is
so fragile that anyone forging them is sent to the scaffold. So why would one of
London's most respected bankers start forging his clients' signatures? Sent to arrest
Henry Fauntleroy, Constable Samuel Plank is determined to find out why the banker
has risked his reputation, his banking house and his neck - and why he is so
determined to plead guilty. As the case makes its way through the Regency justice
system, exercising the finest legal minds of their generation and dividing London
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society into the banker's supporters and detractors, Plank races against time to find the
answers that can save Fauntleroy's life.
In the stifling summer of 1826, the death of a young man in Hyde Park uncovers a web
of blackmail and corruption so far-reaching that even the redoubtable Constable Sam
Plank is shocked. A Quaker charity hides a terrible secret, a dangerous enmity is
growing between London's hackney carriage drivers and its watermen, and fraternal
loyalty is tested to its limits. Susan Grossey's third Sam Plank novel plunges the
magistrates' constable, his determined wife Martha and his protégé William Wilson into
a dark and desperate world.
Financial institutions are under mounting pressure to remain compliant with increasingly
strict anti-money laundering and counter terrorism financing regulations. Legislation like
the Bank Secrecy Act in the U.S., along with many other statutes worldwide, compel
organizations to perform more rigorous due diligence when on-boarding new clients
and have a thorough understanding of every customer relationship. This Handbook
covers all the necessities of banking compliance while keeping the information concise
and straightforward. Topics covered include:* The hurdles organizations are facing due
to weak client data, leading to significant regulatory penalties and requirements to
increase staff.* Importance of comprehensive client profiles and having effective
systems in place to capture new client information. * Necessity of ensuring transaction
activity is consistent with client suitability profiles and having processes in place to
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detect when it is not.* The penalties and costs of failure to implement an effective
compliance program.The author, Dominic Suszek, is the founder and CEO of Global
RADAR(r). With more than 25 years of hands-on experience in the evolving global
regulatory landscape in the financial services sector, Mr. Suszek has gained invaluable
knowledge of a complex and ever-changing industry that has merged technology,
compliance and operations. As a senior executive involved in all aspects of operations,
technology and regulatory compliance, with particular emphasis on cost reduction, and
enhanced compliance through better data management and simplified processes, he
has acquired extensive knowledge of business requirements and regulatory
expectations from supervisory agencies worldwide.
This manual provides guidance to examiners for carrying out Bank Secrecy Act/ AntiMoney Laundering and Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) examinations. An
effective Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-Money Laundering compliance program requires sound
risk management. This manual also provides guidance on identifying and controlling
risks associated with money laundering and terrorist financing. The purpose of this
manual is for bank examiners to assess the structure and management of the
organization's Bank Secrecy Act/ Anti-Money Laundering compliance program and if
applicable, the organization's consolidated or partially consolidated approach to Bank
Secrecy Act/Anti- Money Laundering compliance. Examination procedures are detailed
including the regulatory requirements and methods for reporting. These programs
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include Foreign branches and Offices of U.S. banks and bank holding companies.
Transaction Testing methods are included that are specific to the bank's services
functions to their customers, such as: * Deposit Accounts * Fund Transfers and
electronic banking * Exchanging foreign currency * Data and payroll services processes
* Check clearing * Foreign exchange services * Pouch activities * Loans and letters of
credit * Lines of credit * Third- Party Payment Processors *Privately Owned Automated
Teller Machines *Trade Finance activities * And more Cybersecurity; Cyber terrorism;
Espionage; Theft; Money; Banking; Law enforcement; Financial fraud tracking;
Financial Fruad; Financial Theft; U.S. banks; Foreign banks; Financial Crime; Bank
exams; Bank examiners; Financial Risk Management; Banking Laws; Bank
examination procedures; BSA; banking; bsa aml handbook; bsa; bank secrecy act; antmoney laundering manual;

Anti-Money Laundering is the definitive reference on money laundering and
practice. First an outline will be given of the general approach taken by supranational organisations like the United Nations and the European Council. Next
the approach taken by international organisations and initiatives on the basis of
the supra-national initiatives will be outlined by senior members of those
organisations. A number of countries will then describe their specific prevention
legislation. Countries involved will all be member-countries of the FATF
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(Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering). Finally there will be an
overview to enable the reader to make a comparison between the most important
topics of money laundering legislation and rules in the different countries.
The European Union Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive is the most
sweeping AML legislation ever to have been introduced in Europe. It aims to
strengthen the existing rules, prioritising the fight against tax avoidance, money
laundering and terrorism financing by reinforcing the necessity of measures such
as risk assessments, setting clear requirements about beneficial ownership, and
expanding the definition of a politically exposed person.This second edition of
Anti-money Laundering Compliance for Law Firms is intended as both handbook
and guide, advising on practical implementation of the Directive's mandates and
assisting European law firms in remaining compliant. It will also act as a bestpractice toolkit for firms practising beyond Europe. Featuring contributions from a
range of experts in the field - from barristers specialising in financial crime to
compliance experts and consultants - this timely publication provides the latest
intelligence on successful adherence to the Fourth Directive, along with an
anticipatory exploration into the possible effects of the upcoming Fifth Directive
and changes within the regulatory landscape.
In this new mystery, Constable Sam Plank suspects there may be a link between
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a suicide, an embezzler, an arsonist and a thief. No corner of Regency London is
untouched by these crimes, as he travels from the mansions of St James's back
to his own childhood haunts among the dank alleyways of Wapping. As his
steadfast wife becomes involved in his investigations, and with a keen young
police officer now under his command, Sam finds himself leading them all into a
confrontation with some ruthless and brutal adversaries – one of whom he had
hoped never to see again.
The first edition, Money Laundering, A Handbook for CDD Compliance provides
empirical facts of money laundering that forced the world to unite to combat
corruption, money laundering and terrorist financing. Authored by Oliver, Master
of Laws and Accountant (UK), obtained the foundation of the Handbook from indepth research supporting the complexity of the society matrix attributing to
crimes in the Asia and Southeast Asia regions. In this comprehensive handbook,
FATF members and DNFBPs follow the FATF universal standards to fight money
laundering and terrorist financing. The NCB confiscation measure threatens
property of the criminals. How corruption, money laundering occurs and how
organised crime survive? How terrorists create terror and how IS survive? How
lawyer Robin defence for not reporting a suspicious transaction? How identity
verification for Arumugam s/o Muthu exempted? This handbook provides the
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answer. UN instruments and FATF preventive measures compliance are
mandatory. Failure to comply undermines the status of the FATF member. For
the DNFBP, the penalty will occur. To discharge mandatory compliance, the
FATF standards and the application of the principles require guidance and
illustration of hypothesis examples of different DNFBP service providers. Also,
with the precedent forms and flowcharts to assist the compliance officers.
Transforming the FATF standards into domestic statues, Singapore model was
adopted. Further, how Mutual Evaluation operates to assess the risk of a nation
in AML/CFT reveals the effectiveness of the AML/CFT system in force. Success
in AML/CFT is the acquisition of the detection skill of a suspicious transaction
and a competent authority.
This AML Compliance Handbook is a must for all AML professionals!It has been
prepared with clear, specific information to serve as a practical, quick-reference
guide for regulated companies and their staff whose responsibilities involve
compliance in this vital area.The following subject areas comprise the essential
components of a sound, well-rounded AML compliance program.* AML
regulatory compliance requirements;* "Know-your-customer" (KYC) procedures;*
Currency transaction reporting (CTR) processing;* Structuring of transactions;*
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)* Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC);*
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Correspondent relationships;* Wire transactions;* "Red-flag" suspicious
transactions;* Transaction monitoring practices;* Due-diligence research;* SARs
processing; * Terrorist organizations; * AML/KYC technical training;* Case
studies; and,* AML/KYC acronyms.The information presented by Bob Walsh has
been compiled from decades of in-depth, hands-on experience in the field of Antimoney Laundering. This includes working with some of the largest domestic and
international banks, AML/KYC consulting agencies, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in addressing major
AML/KYC cases.
A significant proportion of serious crime is economically motivated. Almost all
financial crimes will be either motivated by greed, or the desire to cover up
misconduct. This Handbook addresses financial crimes such as fraud, corruption
and money laundering, and highlights both the risks presented by these crimes,
as well as their impact on the economy. The contributors cover the practical
issues on the topic on a transnational level, both in terms of the crimes and the
steps taken to control them. They place an emphasis on the prevention,
disruption and control of financial crime. They discuss, in eight parts, the nature
and characteristics of economic and financial crime, The enterprise of crime,
business crime, the financial sector at risk, fraud, corruption, The proceeds of
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financial and economic crime, and enforcement and control. Academics
interested in criminology, law, as well as business and legal studies students will
find this book to be an invaluable resource. Practitioners, including lawyers,
compliance and risk managements, law enforcement officers, and policy makers
will also find the points raised to be of use.
Recent regulatory developments have compliance officers nationwide very
concerned about their jobs and the possible consequences of actions (or
inactions) taken while employed for financial institutions. Even when the hiring
market for compliance professionals has been very active in recent years, the
risks that come with the job cannot be overlooked. A decision adopted from a
federal district court and regulations from the New York State Department of
Financial Services finalized on June 30, 2016 and effective January 1, 2017
provide even more reasons for compliance officers at financial institutions to
install robust BSA compliance programs in order to avoid personal liability. In
U.S. Department of Treasury v. Haider, the Treasury Department's Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) alleged that MoneyGram's former chief
compliance officer, Thomas Haider, failed to take sufficient actions to terminate,
and failed to file Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs) related to transactions he
had reason to believe were related to money laundering, fraud, or other illegal
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activity. FinCEN fined him $1 million and brought action in federal court to collect
the fine. Haider sought dismissal of the fine, arguing that the Bank Secrecy Act
applies to institutions, not individuals. The court disagreed and denied his motion,
reasoning that the Bank Secrecy Act's civil penalties provision applies to
"partners, directors, officers, and employees" of financial institutions. No final
disposition has been reached in the case, but the district court's decision makes
clear that FinCEN is empowered to impose personal liability on compliance
officers. In addition to a $1 million fine, Haider faces a permanent ban from
employment in the financial industry. Under this decision, compliance officers
would be personally subject to both civil and criminal liability if their institution's
anti-money laundering compliance programs are incapable of detecting and
stopping illicit transactions.
The overarching aim of this book is to bring order to the subjects of money laundering and of
the anti-money laundering frameworks that have been written over the past thirty years. It
provides scholars, practitioners and policy makers with a guide to what is known of the subject
thus far. The book examines critically the underlying assumptions of research and of policymaking in the field and offers a systematic review of the most important policy and academic
literature on the subject.
Practical strategies for anti-bribery compliance, with tools forimplementation Anti-Bribery and
Financial Crime Handbook is theauthoritative manual for ensuring full compliance with The
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BriberyAct 2010, Anti-Money Laundering Legislation, and Anti-Fraud BestPractice. Written by a
foremost expert in the field, this essentialguide provides practical advice for positioning the key
controls,systems, procedures, and documentation that confirms and provescompliance. Case
studies and worked examples illustrate thereal-world application of the ideas presented, and
the invaluabletoolkit of templates, illustrative documentation, checklists, andaudit programs
helps to streamline their implementation. Readerswill learn the full set of issues relating to antibriberyregulation, and gain the practical knowledge required to apply themwithin the
organization. The new anti-bribery laws have become the gold standard, with aremit far
beyond the UK's borders. Compliance has become a toppriority in the corporate sphere, and
all employees will, orshould, have some responsibility for ensuring that adequateprocedures
are in place. This book provides practical, jargon-freeguidance that will help enable managers
to ensure effectivepolicies and procedures are in place. Ensure — and provide evidence of — full
regulatorycompliance Be able to provide your organisation with the relevant defenceunder the
legislation Benchmark compliance work with best practice elsewhere Conduct an accurate
Financial Crime Risk Audit Companies found to be noncompliant with The Bribery Act 2010will
face penalties and billions of pounds in remediation costs,not to mention possible prison
sentences. Compliance is crucial,but so is evidence of compliance. For employees needing
acomprehensive reference with actionable advice, the Anti-Briberyand Financial Crime
Handbook provides a reliable manual ofpractical steps and strategies to combat bribery and
financialcrime.
This Handbook is a must for all AML compliance professionals!Like other AML texts written by
Bob Walsh, this is a practical, quick-reference guide with specific information geared for AML
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professionals. This book addresses transaction monitoring as compiled by Bob Walsh from his
decades of experience working with some of the largest banks in the world, FBI Special
Agents, the Federal Reserve Bank, and leading AML/KYC consulting agencies.This text
focuses heavily on transaction monitoring since that is the area of AML compliance where
most regulated companies encounter the greatest exposures, complexities and challenges.
The following subjects are covered:* Currency transaction reporting (CTR) processing;*
Structuring of transactions;* Foreign Corrupt Practices Act requirements;* Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) requirements;* Correspondent relationships;* Wire transactions;* "Redflag" suspicious transactions;* Transaction monitoring practices;* Due-diligence research;
and,* SARs processing.
"Publication stock no. TIM168550"--Verso of title page.
The Regulatory Technology Handbook The transformational potential of RegTech has been
confirmed in recent years with US$1.2 billion invested in start-ups (2017) and an expected
additional spending of US$100 billion by 2020. Regulatory technology will not only provide
efficiency gains for compliance and reporting functions, it will radically change market structure
and supervision. This book, the first of its kind, is providing a comprehensive and invaluable
source of information aimed at corporates, regulators, compliance professionals, start-ups and
policy makers. The REGTECH Book brings into a single volume the curated industry expertise
delivered by subject matter experts. It serves as a single reference point to understand the
RegTech eco-system and its impact on the industry. Readers will learn foundational notions
such as: • The economic impact of digitization and datafication of regulation • How new
technologies (Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain) are applied to compliance • Business use
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cases of RegTech for cost-reduction and new product origination • The future regulatory
landscape affecting financial institutions, technology companies and other industries Edited by
world-class academics and written by compliance professionals, regulators, entrepreneurs and
business leaders, the RegTech Book represents an invaluable resource that paves the way for
21st century regulatory innovation.
Tim Parkman and Gill Peeling's Countering Terrorist Finance - A Training Handbook for
Financial Services is a practical, specialist guide to the processes and skills needed to counter
money laundering specifically related to terrorist financing. The book includes a CD of training
materials to support each section and help compliance officers develop awareness and
relevant behaviour amongst employees tasked with spotting and preventing terrorist financing
activities.
Very recently, Financial Crimes have gotten a much more critical topics for Financial
Institutions. Regulators are indeed nowadays more inclined to investigate on AML, Corruption
or compliance with Embargoes measures than ever before and fine Financial Institutions failing
to apply fight against Financial Crime frameworks. At the same time, educational programs are
spreading to train professionals and students on Financial Crime risks identification.This book
aims at becoming an operational guide for any person looking for an accurate but concise
handbook discussing Financial Crime matters. His targeted audience includes professionals
seeking for guidelines to implement a risk identification framework and a control set-up to
mitigate Financial Crime risks but also students willing to know how Financial Institutions
processes are operated.The handbook covers both Banks and Insurance companies on such
matters as: -Know Your Counterpart (Know Your Client and other third-parties), -Anti-Money
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Laundering, -Fight against Bribery and Corruption and, -Fight against terrorism financing,
which encompasses controls to prevent fund transfers to Sanctioned parties or involving
countries under Embargoes.An introducing section is also dedicated to Permanent Control as
to support professionals or students to identify the methodology applying to controls
implementat
In recent years, the IMF has become deeply involved in the international movement to prevent
the abuse of financial systems and to protect and enhance the integrity of the international
financial system. The IMF’s involvement has been expanded beyond anti-money-laundering
efforts to include those aimed at combating the financing of terrorism. This handbook will
facilitate the provision of relevant technical assistance by providing a compendium of essential
materials for officials drafting legislation designed to combat such financing. The relevant
international standards and obligations are presented, together with examples of existing
legislation designed to meet them. The issues discussed in this book are relevant to all
countries, regardless of their individual geopolitical situations.
This complete AML Guide is intended to serve as a source to provide guidance on compliance
regulations and industry best practices. Dominic Suszek, author of the US Banking
Compliance Handbook and the AML Program Guide is an expert on financial operations and a
trailblazer in the now-thriving regulatory technology and anti-money laundering software
community. He shares his real-world experience in the form of industry insights and subject
matter expertise throughout this book. Covering vital and ever-evolving areas of compliance
including Customer Due Diligence, OFAC, FinCEN, FATCA and countless other components,
this guide informs readers on the areas of the utmost importance in this industry while
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providing updates on the most recent developments and activities that have taken place
around the world.
This book is a must for those who work in the securities industry business. Topics covered
include risk management, negotiation, collateral, compliance, and qualities of successful
companies in this business.
Financial organisations around Australia and their advisers must address the challenges of
complying with the requirements of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Terrorism
Financing legislation. Being effectively organised now is essential, as good practice and
implementation will minimise risk and transgression. Going forward, a widening range of
activities will be under scrutiny, and no adviser or designated service provider should be
unprepared. ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING HANDBOOK helps you be prepared. Major topics
covered are: International money laundering and terrorism financing countermeasures, laws
and standards - setting the scene; Australian AML/CTF laws and countermeasures - including
the role of AUSTRAC; Establishing and maintaining successful AMLICTF systems and controls
- addressing corporate strategy, a risk-based approach, due diligence, AML/CTF programs and
reporting; Penalties and offences; Review of specific industries, including Industry-specific
typologies/ case studies; Glossary of terms and definitions.
This Handbook is a must for Anti-money Laundering (AML) professionals!The material
presented serves as a practical guide for those whose work involves auditing, internal controls
and compliance associated with AML and Know-Your-Customer (KYC) laws, rules and
regulations.The following subject areas comprise the essential components of a sound, wellrounded AML compliance program.* Review of audit and controls* AML regulatory compliance
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requirements* "Know-your-customer" (KYC) procedures* Currency transaction reporting (CTR)
processing* Structuring of transactions* Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)* Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)* Correspondent relationships* Wire transactions* "Red-flag"
suspicious transactions* Transaction monitoring practices* Due-diligence research* SARs
processing* Terrorist organizations* Case studies* AML/KYC acronyms.The information
presented within by Bob Walsh has been compiled from decades of in-depth, hands-on
experience in the field of Anti-money Laundering. This includes working with some of the
largest domestic and international banks, AML/KYC consulting agencies, Federal Bureau of
Investigation, and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in addressing major AML/KYC
cases.
Brookers Financial Markets Law Handbook 2017 consolidates in one volume the key
legislation relevant to the areas of financial markets law. This handbook includes: Summary of
Amendments Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009 AntiMoney Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Regulations Code of Professional
Conduct for Authorised Financial Advisers Financial Advisers Act 2008 Financial Advisers
Regulations Financial Markets Authority Act 2011 Financial Markets Authority (Fees)
Regulations 2011 Financial Markets Authority (Levies) Regulations 2012 Financia.
"This is a handbook and primer for compliance professionals and students of financial crime.
Unlike other money laundering books currently on the market, which focus on the
implementation of an anti-money laundering (AML) program, this book examines the most
common, modern-day methods used by criminals to launder money, through a review of
recent, high-profile case studies"-Page 18/22
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This report provides a summary of the Anti-Money Laundering and Combating
the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) measures in place in Guernsey at the time
of the mission or shortly thereafter. The assessors reviewed the institutional
framework; the relevant AML/CFT laws, regulations, guidelines, and other
requirements; and the regulatory and other systems in place to deter and punish
money laundering (ML) and the financing of terrorism (FT) through financial
institutions and Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBP).
The assessors also examined the capacity, implementation, and effectiveness of
all these systems.
"Money laundering and terrorist financing are serious crimes that affect not only
those persons directly involved, but the economy as a whole. According to
international standards, every bank has the obligation to know its customers and
to report suspicious transactions. Although these obligations sound
straightforward, they have proved challenging to implement. What information
precisely has to be gathered? How should it be recorded? If and when does one
have to file a suspicious transaction report? It is here that a supervisor can play a
crucial role in helping supervised institutions; first, in understanding the full extent
of the obligations of Customer Due Diligence and Suspicious Transaction
Reports (STR) and, second, in ensuring that those obligations are not just words
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on paper but are applied in practice. Effective supervision is key to the success of
a country's AML/CFT system. In this regard, field work in both developed and
developing countries has shown an overall low compliance in the area of
supervision of banks and other financial institutions; supervisory compliance is
indeed generally lower than the average level of compliance with all Financial
Action Task Force recommendations. As a result, by providing examples of good
practices, this book aims to help countries better conform to international
standards. In this regard, this handbook is specifically designed for bank
supervisors.
Although the practice of disguising the illicit origins of money dates back
thousands of years, the concept of money laundering as a multidisciplinary topic
with social, economic, political and regulatory implications has only gained
prominence since the 1980s. This groundbreaking volume offers original, state-ofthe-art research on the current money laundering debate and provides insightful
predictions and recommendations for future developments in the field. The
contributors to this volume academics, practitioners and government
representatives from around the world offer a number of unique perspectives on
different aspects of money laundering. Topics discussed include the history of
money laundering, the scale of the problem, the different types of money
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laundering, the cost to the private sector, and the effectiveness of anti-money
laundering policies and legislation. The book concludes with a detailed and
insightful synthesis of the problem and recommendations for additional steps to
be taken in the future. Students, professors and practitioners working in
economics, banking, finance and law will find this volume a comprehensive and
invaluable resource.
Risk Management for Law Firms, 3rd Edition provides an in-depth analysis of key
risk areas within the firm and aims to help firms meet new and emerging
challenges with clear, practical examples.
THE ANTI-CORRUPTION HANDBOOK Today's demanding marketplace expects
CFOs, auditors, compliance officers, and forensic accountants to take
responsibility for fraud detection. These expectations are buoyed by such
legislation as the Foreign Corruption Practices Act (FCPA), which makes it a
crime for any U.S. entity or individual to obtain or retain business by paying
bribes to foreign government officials. Written by William P. Olsen, the National
Practice Leader of Investigations at Grant Thornton, The Anti-Corruption
Handbook: How to Protect Your Business in the Global Marketplace provides
guidelines addressing the challenges of maintaining business integrity in the
global marketplace. Timely and thought provoking, this book reveals the risks of
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doing business around the world and the precautions organizations can take to
deter such activity. Authoritative, comprehensive, and insightful, The AntiCorruption Handbook provides clear guidance on: Managing corruption risk in the
global marketplace U.S. laws governing corruption Internal controls and
accounting provisions of FCPA The human factor of corruption Corporate
governance: the key to unmasking corrupt activity Navigating the perils of global
business Anti-money laundering Procurement and construction fraud Information
security Whistle blower programs Doing business internationally does not need to
increase your exposure to fraud and corruption. Filled with case studies, tables,
charts, and practical examples, The Anti-Corruption Handbook: How to Protect
Your Business in the Global Marketplace equips fraud-fighting
professionals—whatever their role or responsibility—with the knowledge and tools
needed to obtain a competitive advantage in the global markets of the twenty-first
century.
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